DPW Solid Waste Collections - Inbound Disposal Process

Disposal Truck Driver
- Drive full waste collection vehicle to disposal.

Scalehouse Operator

Start
- Drive vehicle onto scale.

 Transmit gross weight of vehicle to computer system.

Fort Toten vehicles, vehicles w/out RFIDs

Benning Road vehicles w/RFIDs:
- DPW, most Allied Waste, and Waste Management vehicles

Scale, (with electronics)

Enter truck number into computer system

Computer System

Automated
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With vehicle number, process billing transaction and generate receipt.

In billing transaction processing:
- If the customer has a credit card account, charge is made to the card account.
- Billing info for charge customers (gov't agencies or their agents) is stored for monthly billing.

Get receipt and give it to the driver.

Travel to tipping floor. Position truck according to staff.

Empty truck and exit.
Monthly access the system for billing information.

Transaction information is accessed for billing purposes.
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